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Abstract- This work proposes a novel scheme for encryption algorithm based data security hiding. In the first work, a 

content owner encrypts the original uncompressed text using an encryption key. Then, it may compress the least significant 

bits of the encrypted text using a data-hiding key to create a sparse space to accommodate some additional data. The 

communication processes are still used in many applications today. The existed system we have three based encryption and 

decryption but not having capable for international system and flat encryption process is used. When we are using flat 

encryption we do not provide either high security to international system or loss the encryption process for local level. So to 

overcome this we provide different key selection for different encryption process is proposed. There are four stages one for 

local, national, international and special case depends on their length. As the number of hackers are less. So, we provide 

less bits to choose combination cases. This process of security will be high in national, higher in international, very high in 

special case. 

 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Due to the increasing use of computers, security is an 

important issue for digital information. Intruder is an 

unwanted person who reads and changes the information 

while transmission occurs. This activity of intruder is called 

intrusion attack. To avoid such attack data may be encrypted 

to some formats that is an unreadable by an unauthorized 

person.  

Most of the work on reversible data hiding focuses on the 

data embedding/extracting on the spatial domain. But, in 

some applications, a channel administrator hopes to append 

some additional message, such as the origin information, text 

notation or authentication data, within the encrypted text 

though he does not know the original text content.  

It is also hopeful that the original content should be 

recovered without any error after text decryption and 

message extraction at receiver side. Reference presents a 

practical scheme satisfying the above-mentioned 

requirements. The owner of the information encrypts the 

original text using an encryption key, and a data hacker can 

embed additional data into the encrypted text using a data-

hiding key though he does not know the original content. 

With an encrypted text containing additional data, a receiver 

may decrypt it according to the encryption key, and then take 

the embedded data and recover the original information 

according to the data-hiding key. Encryption has long been 

used by militaries and governments to facilitate secret 

communication.  

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

2.1. USER REGISTRATION 

If the user desires to access the info from the server, they 

ought to have associate account there with server. While not 

having associate account them area unit not ready to access 

the files are read the small print. Therefore 1st the user can 

produce associate account therewith server by providing the 

required info like Username, Password, DOB, Address and  

 

 

 

 

 

signal. Once this info is provided by the user, server can get 

that info and keep it into the information for future purpose.  

2.2. CLOUD SERVER 

Cloud information Service supplier can contain the big 

quantity of information in their information Storage. 

Conjointly the Cloud Service supplier can maintain the all 

the User info to evidence the User once area unit login into 

their account. The User info is keep within the information 

of the Cloud Service supplier. Conjointly the info Server can 

send the User requested job to the Resource assignment 

Module to method the User requested Job. The Request of 

all the Users can method by the Resource assignment 

Module. To speak with the consumer and therefore the with 

the opposite modules of the Network, the info 

Server can establish association between them. For this 

Purpose we have a tendency to area unit reaching to produce 

associate computer program Frame. Conjointly the Cloud 

Service supplier can send the User Job request to the 

Resource Assign Module in paw In 1st Out (FIFO) manner.  

2.3. DATA UPLOAD WITH DATA SHARING 

PROVISION (SENSITIVE) 

Although the Cloud Computing is huge developing 

technology, in security purpose of read the it want a lot of 

growth. To beat this disadvantage, we have a tendency to 

implementing 2 styles of Cloud. Once is Public Cloud and 

another one is non-public Cloud. In camera the patient can 

set the access privileges’ for each and every user they need. 

Publicly Cloud, the Cloud Server can set the access 

privileges’ for each and every user based mostly on their 

designation. So legitimate users will read the info keep 

within the cloud solely up to their privilege level. They 

aren’t allowed to look at the info on the far side their 

privileges’. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In existing system they used attribute-based encryption and 

decryption. As they are using three levels user, role, attribute 

so depends on that they are providing security and 
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efficiency. 

As we are using user, role and attribute they have their own 

disadvantages. To overcome this we introduced proposed 

system in that we divide key-selection into four sub dividing. 

Key- one used for local level encryption with limited number 

of bits. The total probability of chances depends on the 

number of bits. As the bits are changing we are getting the 

number of combination. In local level the total channels are 

low. So we are using key-one as limited number of bits. 

Key-two used for national level encryption with more 

number of bits compared with local level. The total wanted 

channels in national level is more compared with local level. 

So we use more bit length than local level. 

Key-three used for international level with high security. So 

here we have high bit length compared with national level. 

Key-four used for VIP-level encryption with more number of 

bits compared with international level to provide very high 

security for their data. 

The total description of key-selections depends on their 

register use. The key is given to key-register to store the key 

and that key is encrypted with data and gives the output. The 

output of the encryption is taken as input for decryption part. 

 

 
FIG. 1: PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

In decryption the receiver key-selection is selected with 

synchronization with encryption key. The recover key-

selection is stored in key register and that key is decrypted 

the input data which is taken as decryption input and that 

decryption data is taken as finalized output. 

IV. RESULTS 

 
FIG. 2: RTL SCHEMATIC 

 
FIG. 3: OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The existed system we have encryption and decryption but 

not having capable for international system and flat 

encryption process is used. When we are using flat 

encryption we do not provide either high security to 

international system or loss the encryption process for local 

level. So to overcome this we provide different key selection 

for different encryption process is proposed. There are four 

stages one for local, national, international and special case 

depends on their length. As the number of hackers are less. 

So, we provide less bits to choose combination cases. This 

process of security will be high in national, higher in 

international, very high in special case. So finally I am 

concluding that proposed system provides different security 

level depends on application and it is better than Existed 

system. 
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